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1954 and The First World Cup
With a World Cup tournament scheduled for the autumn, pandemic
permitting, we turn this and the next issue over to the very first World
Cup in 1954, and particularly its relevance to Halifax.
At that time, Rugby League was being something of a trail-blazer, for
the availability of world travel had only recently made such a tournament feasible in any sport. The idea was driven by the French, a major
Rugby League force in the early 1950s and keen to promote the game
in their country. Great Britain were supportive, but Australia and New
Zealand had been reluctant until an offer to each country of £25,000
to cover expenses persuaded all to take part. It was to be a 4-team
league with each team playing the other three, the winners being the
team to finish top - no Final was scheduled.

From Great Britain's point of view the timing, in October and November, was inopportune. The leading players had only just returned from
an arduous Ashes tour down under which had lasted over three and a
half months and ended in a 2-1 defeat in Australia though a 2-1 win
against the Kiwis. For some of them, three more weeks away from
home and work was too much, and they declared themselves unavailable for selection. Among them was the prospective captain, Willie
Horne. The payment they were to be given didn't help - £25 for the
three weeks (the equivalent of approximately £700 in today's money),
plus the promise of a £10 bonus each if they won the competition .
Jack Wilkinson

They would quickly have worked out that they could earn far more by working and playing in the four club games they would otherwise miss.

Not that this applied much to Halifax players. Despite the 1950s being one of our
Golden Ages,having finished as league winners in 1953-4 and having reached all the
game’s major occasions - the Wembley
Cup Final, the famous Odsal replay and the
Championship Final at Maine Road, only to
lose out to Warrington for both top honours – the 1954 Tour party had included
just one of them, Jack Wilkinson.
Great Britain Squad assemble at Fartown, Huddersfield

A squad of eighteen was selected for the World
Cup under the captaincy of Dave Valentine, and
this time there were two from Halifax, prop John
Thorley and hooker Alvin Ackerley. Twelve reserves
were placed on stand-by, three of them from Halifax - Arthur Daniels, Stan Kielty and Derrick
Schofield. A fourth might have joined them, but
Ken Dean was having problems with an injured
knee after a hectic start to the 1954-5 season.
When Hunslet forward Geoff Gunney subsequently
withdrew, Schofield was invited to take his place,
but he had been injured in Halifax's match against
Doncaster on October 9th and had not played
since, so had to turn it down. Then, two days before departure date of Monday 25th October, Billy
Boston dropped out and Daniels was given the
chance, but he had damaged his leg in that day's
Yorkshire Cup Final victory over Hull and he too
had to decline. Kielty, man of the match in the Final
and the only one of the three who was fit,
got no such opportunity.
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All these Yorkshire-based people had first to get to Manchester, for that
was the nearest the buses came to Halifax ahead of the journey to the
ferry at Dover. Not with them though was Alvin Ackerley, who withdrew
from the squad, citing an inability to get time off work, his place being
taken by the stand-by hooker, Huddersfield's Harry Bradshaw.
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The cult of a coach being the centre of attention
had not taken hold in 1954, and none was selected to go with the team. However, when two midweek training session were organised in advance
of leaving for France, on Wednesday afternoons
at Rochdale and Huddersfield (for which the players received £2 each plus 3rd class rail fare), former Wigan and Leigh international hooker Joe
Egan was brought in to supervise. Only for the
training session - there was no invitation to
France for him.And yet there were two buses
travelling. The first was for the eighteen players,
a team manager and a masseur, plus a few RFL
officials. These included Halifax's secretarymanager Bill Hughes, taking a three-week break
from his full-time job at Thrum Hall. Coach number 2, for "members of the press and other visitors", included no-one from the Halifax Courier,
but did feature Roland Tinker, then working on
the Bradford Telegraph & Argus, but later to become the Courier's rugby league correspondent.

The sole remaining Halifax player John Thorley needed lots of luggage.
Like the others, he was required to take his own training kit, as "jerseys,
stockings and shorts" were provided for matches only. He would have
also needed soap, not provided in the French hotels being used. The
accommodation turned out not to be up to much. "Whilst the Aussies
were living in a five-star hotel," remembered team-mate Phil Jackson
later, "we were encamped in a scruffy little place all bunched together."
The appearance of the British squad was little better. "The Aussies were
all dressed up in their smart team uniforms, and we were just a mixture
of lads in civvies with a few of us in our club blazers."
But they ended up doing very well, as will be explained in Issue 3 next
month.

Question ;In the 1995 World Cup Final against Australia at
Wembley, the England team included a Halifax forward in the
starting 13, and a future Halifax back on the bench. Can you
name them both?

Bill Hughes
Quiz answers to edition 1
1) Jamie Bloem 695, Martin Pearson 502
2) Graham Holroyd 794, Jimmy Burts 604
3) Colin Whitfield 805, Steve Smith 366

